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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 led to an increased usage of Online Social Network
(OSN) and Multiplayer Online Gaming (MOG) platforms by children, accompanied by a
rise in cyberbullying [1]–[7]. Consequently, there is a need for OSN and MOG platforms
to enhance the effectiveness of content moderation, often relying on automation using
Artificial Intelligence (AI) [8]–[10].

Measuring the efficacy of automated moderation mechanisms for detecting online
bullying-related content is challenging due to their proprietary nature. Our study
analyses the research literature, transparency reports, and platform blogs to understand
the efficacy of AI tools used by OSN and MOG platforms to regulate cyberbullying. To
that effect, our research questions include,

1. How does AI identify and mitigate cyberbullying, and what user interactions does
it monitor?

2. What do we know about the effectiveness of AI tools for detecting cyberbullying
and enforcing policies against it?

3. How does the information available about these processes shed light on the
transparency of online platforms?
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Search Strategy

To examine how OSN/MOGs moderate cyberbullying content, we leveraged a
two-method search strategy,
I. Examine platforms for information about any AI-enabled solutions for

cyberbullying detection, prevention, and intervention.
II. Querying search engines with specific keywords to retrieve news articles or blog

posts that discuss aplatform’s AI-based solutions.

We inspected 18 platforms (See Appendix A) and their web resources throughout 2020
and 2021. We excluded articles and blog posts that did not provide information about
new system/mechanism developments or designs by the platform, or shed light on the
transparency of such systems The proprietary nature of AI-based platform solutions can
be obstacle to their evaluation hence, as a an alternative look for computational
studies that leverage conceptually similar AI algorithms for detecting online bullying. To
that effect, we conducted a scoping study review of studies across academic
repositories (See Appendix B), to identify studies and datasets from two perspectives:
I. Data perspective - exploring types of cyberbullying-related data, data annotation

strategy
II. Effectiveness perspective - helps assess the capabilities of the state-of-the-art

AI-enabled solutions to detect cyberbullying content.
We excluded articles that do not discuss an online bullying dataset, an AI evaluation
technique or benchmarking mechanism or is not a novel or reproducible system to
detect cyberbullying.

Key Findings - Industry Initiatives

Our search yielded 150 relevant web-resources, indicating that AI solutions encompass
various techniques to recognise and extract user features from multimodal human
interaction data. We categorised these solutions as proactive intervention, where
platforms intervene before user reporting, and reactive intervention, where platforms
intervene after user reporting. Apart from Facebook, Instagram’s proactive solutions and
Whisper, Minecraft’s reactive solutions, we did not find information about whether and
how the other 14 platforms leverage AI to counter cyberbullying on their platforms.

Descriptive information on AI techniques for content moderation is publicly available by
Facebook and Google. Facebook AI developed DeepText [11], Linformer [12], Whole
Post Integrity Embeddings (WPIE) - Reinforced Integrity Optimizer (RIO) [13] to identify
harmful content across different contexts. However, the application and effectiveness of
these advancements in addressing cyberbullying remain largely unknown.
Google and Jigsaw developed, Perspective, to address toxic and abusive online1

comments. To facilitate algorithmic transparency and fairness, the information on

1 https://jigsaw.google.com



Perspective’s training process, architecture, and training data are publicly available
[14]–[16]. However, our analysis and previous study [17] revealed that Perspective can
be deceived by subtle phrase modifications, resulting in reduced toxicity scores
provided by Perspective.

Key Findings - Academic literature

A total of 157 computational articles were reviewed, resulting in selection of 119 articles,
including 15 dataset studies, focused on cyberbullying. Twitter emerged as the most
examined platform, followed by Instagram, AskFM, and MySpace. High quality datasets
are vital for stimulating complex computational processes and are characterised by
reliable annotations and inter-annotator agreement. Only four datasets by [18]–[21] met
these criteria, covering diverse aspects of cyberbullying and user-interactivity
information.

Cyberbullying, encompassing various behaviour and involving not only perpetrators and
victims but also bystanders, has been extensively studied. However, computational
literature lacks diversity, with a majority of studies focusing on text-based
communication, and only 20% of the studies scoped rely on other modes of
communication than text. Moreover, almost 73% of the studies scoped focus on
classifying cyberbullying as binary, and 87% focus only on the English language. (See
Appendix C).

Conclusion

Co-relating our search results with the complex cyberbullying nomenclature, we found
that despite the novel efforts by both academia and industry, the publicly available
resources for independent researchers to scrutinise industry efforts, as well as to design
a novel, effective, efficient and most importantly explainable cyberbullying detection
model are extremely scarce. The availability of only two fine-grained first-rate datasets
by [18], [21] is an indication that cyberbullying research progress in academia is slow.
On the other hand, due to the proprietary nature of Facebook AI’s DeepText, Linformer,
RIO and WPIE, not much can be known about its effectiveness in tackling
cyberbullying. Although the progress on Google and Jigsaw’s Perspective is
commendable in tackling toxicity on online platforms, it still can be deceived by subtle
modifications to the text. Our search also revealed that current platform policies fail to
recognise “bystanders'' in bullying incidents.

Despite many technological advancements and having witnessed an increase in
cyberbullying incidents on OSN/MOG platforms, the AI-enabled solutions for
cyberbullying remain imperfect. Through this study, we were able to ascertain the
scarcity of qualitative and quantitative research to devise better and more effective tools
to counter cyberbullying. Going forward, AI tools that leverage not only text but also
multimodal data to detect all varied forms and roles in cyberbullying should be
developed. To close this gap and devise effective solutions, a multi-disciplinary



environment of computational and social science researchers with teens and youth at
focus must be leveraged.
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